**Title:** Tiny Climate Classroom Delivers Hope & Education

**Company/Organization:** ReVision Energy

**Type of Organization:** For profit

**Number of Employees:** 100+

**Category:** Environment

**Challenge or Opportunity:** At ReVision, we know nothing compares to hands-on learning, especially around climate solutions. And not everyone has the resources or ability to travel to one of our local showrooms to learn about solar. We need to make solar + climate education accessible to everyone, and we need to have this messaging be shown in a hopeful light. We DO have the solutions to combat the climate crisis, and with high climate anxiety in children, they need to experience these solutions in a positive atmosphere.

**Approach or Solution:** We partnered with local artists & builders to create the Tiny Climate Classroom: a mobile unit to go to schools & camps for climate education. We outfitted it with solar panels & other clean technology. Our UNH Sustainability Fellow helped develop lesson plans for students - from sun art to composting. We also use the Tiny Climate Classroom to discuss climate justice and careers with students. Sunsquatch accompanies it, bringing a sunny, hopeful tone to the experience that is often missing.

**Impact:** Hundreds of students have explore the Tiny Climate Classroom, touching the solar panels, learning from our Climate Ed. team.*Seeing how well solar panels can solve so many problems gave the kids great ideas! This fit right in with our curriculum! We booked this enrichment activity because we spend April talking about Earth Day, conservation, recycling, and reducing waste. We are hoping to book this event next year, as well!* -Second grade teacher, Swasey Central School, Exeter